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A BEEKEEPER
TOURS
CHINA
-R.B.GULLIFORD
This is a personal view of those beekeeping and cultural activities in China and Hong Kong that I was
able to observe while attending the 33rd International Apiculture Congress and a post congress tour.
It is not intended to be a complete resume of the Chinese beekeeping industry. Other beekeepers who
attended that same congress are invited to submit their experiences for publication. Eg., see Peter
Stace's article in this issue.
"Why on earth do you -want to go to China, of all places?"
asked a colleague.
My reply was centred on the forthcoming 33rd International
Apicultural Congress in Beijing. Having been on the
Organising Committee for the 26th Congress in Adelaide
(1977) and being of the opinion that Australia should stage
another International Congress in the foreseeable future a
visit to Beijing would be worthwhile.
The Congress was held in Beijing's prestigious International
Convention Centre. The opening and closing ceremonies
were grand events and the speeches delivered in Chinese
and French. I searched in vain among the papers provided
when we registered for translations of what obviously had to
be well prepared speeches. Simultaneous translations were
available but my schoolboy french was good enough for the
occasion.
Down to the expo after the short opening and we were
greeted with our first major culture shock of Chinese beekeeping. Honey as a table item to be eaten as a sweet or for
its own simplistic pleasure, seemed to be an incidental
product. Almost everything was geared to the production of
honey as a health giving food together with royal jelly and
propolis. Of course I was aware that this was also the 22nd
International Bee Products Exhibition but the importance
attached to non-honey products in Chinese beekeeping still
astounded the imagination.
Within the space of two hours I was given samples of honey
and pollen for my general health and well-being and almost
every conceivable complaint anyone was ever likely to
have. I was also offered propolis products for use where the
honey and pollen didn't satisfy.
Since my worst problem at the time was a tickle in the throat
I was given a box containing 10 propolis sweets to suck. I
also ended up with a couple of cakes of propolis soap,
several sachets of royal jelly, pollen and honey and a SOOgm
jar of Chinese honey, but more of them anon.
I should also say that I had so many tastings of Chinese honey
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"Loses from European
foulbrood and chalkbrood are
unknown. In some states,
regulations require beekeepers to destroy colonies infected with the diseases."
Currently in theUnited States,
only
the
antibiotic
oxytetracycline is approved
by the US Food and Drug
Administration for Controlling European and American
foulbrood. "We are con-

cerned that these diseases
could eventually develop resistance to the antibiotic, so
we need new, natural biological controls," Shimanuki
said.
The substance discovered by
Shimanuki and colleagues
could be fed to bees either as
pan of a sugar-water syrup or
could be placed in hives in
patties along with pollen and
other feed supplements.

through the morning that my palate craved an apple to stop
it permanently drying up.
Chinese honey is quite thin compared to Australian honey.
Why this should be so when much of the honey comes from
similar plant species to those grown world-wide and from
the same bee species is hard to fathom. The indications are
that Chinese beekeepers harvest their honey before it is fully
ripe but this could not be confirmed. Whatever the case
major problems with fermentation were evident and seem to
be solved by rapid turnover and incorporation of the honey
into industrial uses.
The honey samples were mostly very light in colour, although dark varieties are known. The flavour was fair by our
standards although like honeys from anywhere in the world
they were an acquired taste which may or may not eventually suit some palates.
I didn't see very much of Chinese honey handling equipment Of four exhibits with mechanical devices, two had
little machines for removing royal jelly from banks of 20 or
more cells in one swift operation and two had 2-fr extractors
(one plastic and one metal of almost identical design.)
I searched in vain for hive manufacturers in the style of
Fenders, Guilfoyles or even Thomes and Dadants. A few
exhibits had hive-parts but they were mainly geared towards
the production of royal jelly. Banks of 100+ plastic queen
cells and frames for holding them were regular features.
Royal jelly removing sticks, better known to me a grafting
tools were available by the thousand and one delegate
bought over two hundred.
The Congress dinner on the first night (and again on the
technical tours day - see below) brought forth a wide variety
of Chinese dishes and here is my big warning to people who
have yet to make their first visit to China. If you don't like
Chinese food - don't go. There is almost no alternative restaurants serving western food don't seem to exist and even
in five star hotels the nearest you can get to European cuisine
is Continental or American (fried/scrambled eggs and bacon) breakfasts. Incidently, this was served with sachets of
honey from Illinois. I saw many Australians sampling it and
pronouncing it OK.
Food is a regional matter. In northern China (Beijing) it is
quite different to that in the west (Chengdu, Sichuan Province) and different again to the (Guangzhou) Cantonese
cuisine featured in the south and adapted by Chinese restaurants in Australia. Only steamed rice appeared to be a
common feature. I found all Chinese food wholesome and
pleasing if one is adventurous with food. Skill with chopsticks is amandatory - one French delegate at the dinner
looked like going hungry until a sympathetic Aussie provided him with a fork.
Continued on page 200
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The biggest surprise was that much Chinese food is either
cooked and/or served in vegetable oil. Western nutritionists,
with whom I've discussed food quality have lauded Chinese
food because it is "steamed" and "fat free." Well, like a lot
of western nutritionist's opinions which they masquerade as
facts they got that wrong also.
Honey never featured as a table item. But then the Chinese
diet doesn't cater for bread and spreads as we know them in
the west. One guide, however, did inform me that people
whose diet is changing towards a western pattern were
eating honey as a table product. But mostly it was incorporated in cooking or medications. Cakes were a very common
feature of the diet and its was quite common for them to be
served at breakfast time. It would certainly be a better use for
the thin honey than as a spread.
For drinks at the Dinner there was a choice between Chinese
tea O'asmine variety), beer and a mineral water. Chinese beer
was very good. Actually made from honey and hops it is a
pale lager style, low alcohol and goes down very easily.
Since we were all advised to drink plenty of fluids and avoid
the water unless boiled for 20 minutes the beer was a very
good method of achieving the same end. In other parts of the
country honey beer didn't emerge but the local varieties were
still very acceptable.
The mineral water was areal novelty. Plastic bottles of about
250ml had a tiny crushable insert with a thimbleful of
Chinese honey. Non beer drinkers admired the concept but
also said that it took a bit of getting used to.
The cultural concert was an absolute delight and has to be
mentioned if only for one act alone. Tiny tots from a local
kindergarten were dressed as very colourful bees and gave a
magnificent portrayal of bee dances and flight routines.
Other dancers and singers gave a concert of both traditional
Chinese and western musical and acrobatic arts.
The technical tours day was a revelation. For a start the
whole congress of 2000 people had to be moved to four
different locations through one of the world's largest cities
- notwithstanding a very impressive road and highway
system. The solution did credit to the organisers. Three
convoys of buses each with fifteen laden vehicles and a
police escort up front ensured smooth and uninterrupted
passage.
I shall only concentrate on the three most impressive sites;
The fourth, Xiangshan Plant Gardens, was beautifully laid
out but of little apicultural value.
- Foremost had to be the Chinese Research Institute of
Apiculture. Here the Deputy Director gave a most enthralling run-down on the history of Chinese beekeeping, displayed the major Apis species in preserved form and freely
discussed production technology in China as a whole. It was
from her that I was best able to gain an insight into why the
Chinese place so much emphasis on royal jelly and other
products. Unfortunately putting this into my words doesn't
do justice to the concept so I must simply ask my readers to
accept the reality.
The Institute also put on an excellent display of hives and
hive materials. Every colony was free to be opened and most
were by inquisitive beekeepers.
Although many hives bore signs of home construction
others appeared to be factory or extremely well made home

jobs. What did emerge was that many Chinese beekeepers
make their own hives using more or less skill and designs
supplied by research institutes and other similar organisations.
A consequence of this arrangement is that although all hives
look alike there are differences. Interchangeability of combs
didn't appear to be a problem although I was unable to
determine to what extent it is practised. Indeed my limited
observations of Chinese hives being worked indicates that
interchange hardly takes place at all.

A duplex 16-fr hive. Some beekeepers use them for
production but they tended to be a minority.
The Institute is experimenting with strains of bees which are
high producers of royal jelly and appear to be having some
success. They are also actively pursuing genetic resistance
to major diseases. But I believe that the relatively small
scale of Chinese beekeeping coupled with intensive management would preclude much of their diseases getting
beyond early stages.
The only sour note on this visit was that after taking some
time to set up a frame of cells for a photograph a congress
delegate of some occidental origin snatched it away without
so much as a "by your leave." He took off to discuss it with
an acquaintance and didn't even bother to return it.
- The Beijing Bee Products Corporation as the name implies
is a packing factory. Several buildings are devoted to; drum
storage, honey bottling, royal jelly and propolis packing and
research together with quality analysis. The buildings were
all spotlessly clean - not that one would expect otherwise
when dealing with sensitive materials - and the quality of the
end products left little to be desired.
The only reservation I had was that photographs were not
permitted. This is a pity since this Corporation has much to
be proud of and should allow itself to be displayed accordingly.
Drum storage left a lot to be desired and to this end the
industry has a long way to go at the beekeeper end. The
drums approximated 12V2gal (about 85kg) had a press in lid
about half the diameter and the less said about them the
better.
On departure every visitor was presented with a beautifully
hand painted display plate and mounting bracket.
-Finally the Experimental Factory of the Institute for Medical Plant Development of the Chinese Academy of Medical
Continued on page 201
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practising Chinese beekeeper almost at the foot of the Great
Wall. Because our guide wasn't skilled in beekeeping
Sciences (EF/IMPD/CAMS). If we though the Xiangshan concepts interpreting information from a very surprised and
Garden was good this was superlative. Again photographs co-operative beekeeper was extremely difficult. There were
inside where people were working on royal jelly products four apiaries in close proximity each with about 12-20 hives.
were not permitted but the gardens and hives were freely There was also a stack of about 100 supers.
open. Ponds with covered walkways and bridges in classic
Chinese construction, little hills, grottos and a myriad of
water and terrestrial plants to please the eye and make one
consider the breadth of herbal medicines. Here we encountered more of the types of hives used by average beekeepers.
Simple home-made structures by our standards they were
never-the-less very serviceable. Built to Langstroth dimensions, most were ten frame colonies although I suspect that
the width may vary according to resources on hand.
There were also some wicker hives plastered on the inside
with clay. One of these contained a colony of Apis cerana.
This hive was relatively quiet considering manhandling it
received during the day although I'm assured that the species
can be very temperamental. The yield is not as good as Apis
mellifera under the same conditions and is largely being
replaced as the premier bee for most of the Asian continent.
A honey house and quarters in an apiary adjacent to the
Great Wall. Note the stack of empty supers and the honey
drums in front.
It appealed the hives were owned by one person although
there were three workers in evidence. The colonies appeared
to be in good health. They were very quiet and most opened
hives required very little smoker or need of veils, etc. The
bees were obviously Italians although tending to wards a dark
strain. They were not very uniform although probably no
different in that respect to many Australian apiaries. Honey
appeared to be extracted in a tiny hut which also appeared to
double as living quarters. Honey was for sale packed into
soft drink bottles and similar containers.

A wicker hive opened ready for inspection.

"HONEY FOR SALE", or so we were informed by the
guide. The owner stands in front while a Congress
delegate tries to be a salesman.
The wicker hive contained Apis cerana which were on
their best behaviour for the visitors.
Apis cerana also known as the Asian Bee is the traditional
bee of China and the Asian Continent, Japanese and eastern
Pacific generally. It was interesting to learn that over the
long history of its cultivation many strains have been evolved
although much less attention is being paid to them nowadays.
Before leaving Beijing we were lucky to encounter one

Before leaving Beijing I'm confident that all Australians
(few Sydneysiders) who visited Beijing were very impressed with the City's bid for the Olympic games and there
was genuine sorrow that it did not succeed. (Refer ABK
Editorial Notes, October '93). But it was the experience of
many Congress delegates that China has to lift its tourist
game if it hopes to attract the sort of clientele who will
guarantee return visits.
Continued on page 203
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I read in the China Daily newspaper (27/09/93) that China's
bid will succeed when it becomes a financially stronger
nation. In my view this is an incorrect reading of the
situation. China is already a sufficiently wealthy country
with strong sporting instincts to stage a first class Olympic
event Its sporting complexes and other facilities, opposite
our Beijing Hotel appear to be of world standard. But, it
needs to take a broader view of its tourist arrangements. And
on this point let me hasten to add that our experience was that
China and the Chinese people were very friendly and enjoy
a very open society. They have jointly come a very long way
towards being a truly international country but have a little
way to go yet.
It has to be said that the post congress tour was a disappointment in some respects. One would have thought that the
organisers, recognising the interests of the delegates would
have gone to some lengths to ensure that we were taken to
a few sites where bees and bee products could be observed
throughout the length and breadth of China and Tibet
Instead we were taken on a seemingly endless round of
temples, factories (actually high priced shops), restaurants
and other places of great cultural value but of no beekeeping
or rural significance. This even happened in Guangzhou
where there is at least one major bee products factory.
Eventually the group pleaded with the guide to be shown
something of rural china and the countryside. He obliged as
far as possible and we spent a most interesting couple of
hours seeing farms and rural life in its many aspects.
In Tibet we were to have been booked into the only four star
hotel in the country and our guides dutifully took us there.
But, someone had other ideas and we ended up in what was
supposed to be a two star hotel which was not two star by any
measure. I think someone owes us more than an explanation.
Incidently Tibetan food is very different from Chinese and
found great favour with our European palates. But, perhaps
we just needed a change. Our Tibetan guide was a master of
his art and also went to extraordinary lengths to please us in
every respect.
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could provide a honey harvest and they would benefit from
pollination. A type of solitary bee was observed on a
number of occasions. This would indicate that with management Honeybees might be a possibility. The weather, as
we experienced it, was supposed to be average for autumn
and was surprisingly warm during the greater part of the day
(averaging 21°C) although cold at night (down to 8°C).
Incidently for Australians who love to complain about
daylight saving - try this for size. Time, right across China,
is set at Beijing time. So in Tibet, which is about 25.5
longitudinal degrees to the west the autumn sun rises about
8.00am and sets at about 8.00pm.
At Hong Kong we had the very great privilege and joy of
seeing Mr. Yip and Mr. Lung (pronounced Loong) of Shueng
Shui in the New Territories, close to the Chinese border. Mr.
Lung was our faithful guide for a couple of days taking us
around the city and suburban areas and introducing us to that
delightful Chinese custom of allowing over 65's to travel free
or at concession prices on public transport.
Mr. Yip, now on the wrong side of eighty, welcomed us to
his home and apiary. He was formerly the largest beekeeper
in the Hong Kong area with over 200 colonies. In retirement
he has 18 hives in the backyard and assures us hat there are
only about 100 in the whole territory now. Incidently he is
having that very familiar trouble with local authorities over
his backyard apiary but has chosen to ignore the problem for
the time being.
Mr. Yip was the first beekeeper to keep Italian stock in the
area and has stuck with them to this day. His hives are made
from concrete with a foam ingredient to give lightness and
insulation. At the time of the visit the hives were not at their
best and he was feeding. This is not surprising since despite
the area, being a "garden suburb" of duplex houses as far as
the eye could see, there didn't appear to be much flowering
at the time. Nevertheless useful yields are obtained from
time to time.
Mr. Yip showed us a jar in which dozens of a species of
predatory wasp had been trapped. While we were looking at
the hives one of these wasps attacked the entrance. It soon
met a sorry end but I managed to get a photo of the beast
About twice the size of a worker bee, the wasp is not a serious
problem since it is a solitary species and its effects cannot be
compared to the social specie which attack hives in large
numbers and can decimate a colony in a few hours.

A rather "honeybee" looking solitary bee pollinating a .
garden flower (believed to be a "cosmia") in Tibet.
By the way beekeeping is apparently not practised in Tibet
This is not surprising since at 13,000' and higher, few races
of bees, except possibly the high mountain grey Caucasian,
would thrive here. Much of the area is snow covered for
many months. In the valleys low ground cover and crops

The solitary wasp who was foolish enough to attack a hive
when 10 keen beekeepers were also hovering in the area.
Continued on page 204
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There was also a vestige of chalkbrood in one hive. But Mr.
Yip assured us that it was not a serious problem. For another
view of beekeeping in the same area readers should look at
.the American Bee Journal (September '93, page 623/4).

REPORT ON MY VISIT

TO THE 33rd
INTERNATIONAL
CONGRESS, BEIJING,
2O-26th SEPT., 1993
— PETER STAGE

Two of Mr. Yip's 10-fr concrete hives. Note the stylised
bee and flower made from metal and fixed to the mesh
fence.
Like any mixed bag of tourists we had a few real characters
(some might say I was one of them but I'm not confessing to
anything.) There was the chap who wandered the length and
breadth of China vainly trying to figure out why he couldn't
get fried rice which he thought was a staple Chinese food.
Another was so terrified of Chinese traffic and driving habits
that he had to be sedated with scotch before venturing out on
the roads. And finally, there was the fellow who always
seemed to ring the alarm bell when he was passed through
airport security. It was only when we spotted the secret smile
as he was bodily frisked by the young lady security agents
tha.t awoke us to the fact that he was no threat to anyone but
himself.
In conclusion the group headed by Norm and Heather Rice
thoroughly enjoyed their China experience and I'm sure that
while in retrospect some would be unwilling to repeat the
performance none have anything serious to regret except as
I have outlined above.
POSTSCRIPT; During my tour I was impressed by many
Chinese firms to take samples of honey, pollen and royal
jelly. I also had original data and well as labels to source the
items. Those we didn't use on the tour were dutifully brought
back to Australia, properly declared and handed in to AQIS
with the request that be sent to EMAI for pathogen analysis.
There are many precedents for this action.
I won't go into the details of what transpired at the customs
desk. It is sufficient to observe that I was embarrassed and
made to look some sort of fool by doing what I genuinely
thought would make a contribution to AQIS's data bank on
possible sources of exotic disease origins, especially in view
of its research program into DNA to determine origins.
I was even asked to pay $500 for the analysis or at best $32
for an import Iciense which would not likely be granted. I
will never repeat the process again and the samples, having
been carefully nurtured all round China and Tibet, for all I
know ended up in AQIS's garbage can.

SUMMARY
The 33rd Apimondia, in Beijing China, reflected the
World Wide B eekeeping and
honey industry, with special
reference to China. Over
2000 delegates from many
countries attended. Delegates included beekeepers,
government officials, apiary
academics, honey packers
and honey buyers.
The Apimondia's activities
were based on three major
sections.
1. Apicultural academic discussions of world wide
importance, such as; crop
pollination, bee pathology,
bee breeding, honey marketing, floral resources and
other important subjects.
2. The commercial displays
of honey and apiary products from major beekeeping countries (except Australia) with special reference to China. Beekeeping equipment was also
displayed.
3.Introduction and personal
discussions with people
within the international
Apiary and Apiary products fraternity.
All of the Apimondia activities were extremely valuable
for any person or government who has an interest in
the International Apicultural
Scene.
Personal reflections on
33 Apimondia held in
Beijing • September
The 33rd Apimondia held in
Beijing was an important
experience in meeting both
beekeeping academics and
the commercial side of inter-

national apiary product marketing.
The "Take home" message
for Australia is:
A. "Where was Australia" in
both presenting academic
discussion and commercial displays of Australian apiary products?"
I was talking to an European honey buyer and he
summed up Australia's
absence as a "commercially stupid oversight."
B. The People's Republic of
China is of major and
growing importance in
world wide beekeeping
technology. Their technology is embracing
honey and bee product
development, honey and
apiary product marketing,
crop pollination with
honey bees and bee breeding. Australia has little to
show the P.R.C. in technology, but soon, we will
need to observe and learn
from them.
C. Crop pollination through
the use of honey bees is
being acknowledged
world wide as a very important technology. Research, advice and resources into the subject
are being supplied by
many governments. Australia, with its dependence
upon agriculture should
also look closely at this
important technology and
make a clear statement in
regard to the level of government input into pollination.
Continued on page 209

